
Birchat HaMazon David Jacobs

In this weeks parsha the mitzvah of Birkas Hamazon (BH) is

introduced. It is one of the only blessings that is a mitzvah D'oraita

(Torah Commandment). Deuteronomy 8:10 states, "And you shall

eat and be satisfied, and bless Adoshem your G-d for the good

land which G-d has given you."

The Torah obligates a Jew to recite BH if he has eaten enough to be

satisfied. The rabbis added a decree that even if he ate merely a

kazayis (olive portion) of bread he has to bencht. It applies to

bread made of any of the 5 species of grain – wheat, barley, spelt,

oats and rhy.

Structurally, it is composed of four main blessings. These were

written down in the Gemorrah in tractate Berakhot. Yet the exact

wording of the blessings is simply hinted at, not explicitly stated.

The Talmud only mentions the blessings by their titles and final lines.

The first blessing, also called birkat hazan, praises Hashem for

sustaining life and providing food for all creatures. Moses instituted

this bracha when the Jews first received the mann on the 15th Iyar.

It is as this time that Klal Yisroel lacked nothing and we pray that this

favour be granted to us in the future again.

The second blessing, birkat ha'aretz, thanks Hashem particularly for

those things with which Hashem has distinguished us as a unique

nation: for the exodus from Egyption bondage, for the Torah and

mitzvos revealed to us, for being compassionate and nourishing

the Jewish people and finally for bris mila, since in the later merit

Hashem gave Eretz Yisrael to the Jewish people. It also mentions

that just as Hashem sustained the Jewish people in the desert, so

too He currently sustains them and will do so in the future. Joshua

instituted this bracha after the Jews successfully captured Eretz

Yisroel from the K'naanim – 7 nations and divided the land among

the tribes.

The third blessing, birkat Yerushalayim, begs G-d to be merciful

and continue to support the Jewish people. Whereas the first two

blessings praise God, this blessing changes tone, adding a plea to

G-d to quickly rebuild Jerusalem. This bracha was instituted by
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The fourth and final blessing, birkat hatov v'hameitiv, stresses the

various positive manifestations of the relationship between the

Jewish people and G-d, This blessing ends by voicing the hope

that "G-d will never deny us anything good." This bracha was

instituted later by the Sanhedrin in Yavneh. This was on the 15th Day

of Av when permission was finally given by the Roman authorities

to bury the martyrs of Bethar in connection with the Bar Kochba

revolt.The miracle was that the bodies never decomposed even

though they were left for 25 years unburied.

Interestingly why is it that Hashem commanded specifically in the

written Torah to make a berachah after eating rather than any other

berachah. R'Yisrael Najara explains in his sefer that the Torah says

"you shall eat and be satisfied, and bless Adonai your G-d" but why

did the Torah mention being satisfied instead of simply saying "and

you should eat and bless Hashem"?

It appears that the Torah is teaching that at a time when one is likely

to forget one's fear of heaven, that is when one has just filled

himself up with food, precisely then he should remind himself of

Hashem by reciting BH. As the Torah continues in Deuteronomy 8

"Lest you eat and be satisfied........ and lest your heart become

haughty and you forget Hashem your G-d" Since satiation brings

one to forget Hashem therefore the Torah commands us to bless

him to recognise that it is not our strength and might that caused us

to prosper and be able to provide for ourselves, rather it is the

power of Hashem that feeds and sustains us.

A few of the interesting halachos surrounding BH are :-

- The principle of Safek d'rabonon l'kula i.e when one is in doubt as

to whether one has fulfilled a mitzvah that is rabbinic in origin, i.e
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saying a beracha the doubt is resolved l'kulo (less stringent). As

almost all berachos are rabbinic the principle Safek berachos

l'hakel (lenient) comes into play. When one is in doubt as to

whether he said BH however we utilize the principle of Safek

d'oraisa l'chumra and we would repeat it.

- If someone has eaten a k'zayis but was not fully satisfied his

obligation to recite Birchas Ha'mazon is only d'rabonon.

- Women if they are fully satisfied. Safek whether the obligation to

recite is d'oraisa or rabbinic hence if they are unsure they said BH

they do not have to repeat but can do if they want.

- Generally we never say amen to our own bracha. However

interestingly enough the Talmud mandates that you should say

amen to your own bracha after the bracha of Boneh Yerushalayim

to demonstrate that the biblical brachas have come to an end.

- The special status of bread is due to its prominence as the

mainstay of the meal. However breads which are normally eaten

only as a snack cannot be classified as lechem even though they

too are baked in an oven. These breads are termed by chazal - Pas

ha'ba b'kisnin. Some examples of this are pies, cakes and crackers.

- However the opposite then the intent to make a meal of the Pas

ha'ba b'kisnin (the k'vias seuda) transforms the eg cake into the

halachic equivalent of bread. Thus one who makes a meal of cake

has to wash netilas yadayim, recite hamotzei and say BH. His

obligation is d'oraisa.

To finish with a story to show the importance of BH –

R'Shlomo Zalman Auerbach zt''l (1910-1995) always prayed in a

calm way, as if counting money and would never repeat any

words of the tefillah. One time however he stopped in the middle

of the 2nd berachah of BH, and went back and repeated it from

the beginning. His family wondered what had happened. When

they asked him, he explained that the 1st time he had said the

berachah, his mind had not been totally on what he was saying

and to say - "Nodeh l'cha - we thank you" without concentration is

not a thank you at all. Therefore he went back and said it again.

We can conclude from this, that on all other occasions, every day

of every year, since he did not repeat it, it was said with proper

concentration (Hamashgiach DeKaminetz, P194).

These weeks between Tisha B'Av and Rosh Hashana are often

referred to as the "sheva d'nechmosa," the seven weeks of

consolation. They are marked each Shabbos by stirring haftorah

readings taken from the book of Isaiah. Each haftorah resonates

with a powerful message of hope and consolation to the people

of Israel.

Isaiah's prophesies took place towards the end of the First Temple

period during the reign of Kings Uziah, Achaz and Chizkiyahu, and

foretold the Temple's destruction and the exile of the nation.

Nevertheless, the majority of his prophecies vibrate with hope,

reassurance and consolation. They express the powerful

yearnings of every Jew to return from exile to the Promised Land,

and depict the glorious homecoming that awaits the Jewish

people at the in-gathering of exiles.

These wondrous visions of redemption, occurring simultaneously

with the people's downward spiral, and the spiritual oblivion

threatening them, was proof that Hashem had already prepared

the medicine and healing potions prior to the punishment.

Hashem sought to strengthen the nation's faith in advance, so that

they could endure the difficult trials and tribulations that lay ahead.

The message of Isaiah is an eternal one, for each of us experiences
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moments of challenge and exile, grief and suffering, where we feel

estranged from and rejected by our Creator. At such times we are

in danger of losing our most powerful and important treasure-our

connection to the Divine. Isaiah's message that suffering always

has a meaningful end result is important to internalize as we

grapple with life's setbacks and disappointments.

The question is how can one, in the grip of suffering, be receptive

to the message of hope? In the throes of crisis, one is likely to be

impervious to consolation. In the crucible of pain, it is virtually

impossible to glimpse the sunshine that lies behind the horizon.

The answer lies in understanding that the message is not simply

that better days are around the corner and that all will work out for

the best. The focus is on how we are to interpret where we are

today, in our current moment of distress, turmoil or loss.

In this weeks Torah portion, Hashem tells us how we are to deal

with Divine wrath when it manifests itself: "For just as a father

chastises his son, so does Hashem your G-d chastise you"

(Chapter 8; Verse 5). By being aware, as we are experiencing life's

darker moments, that they are being sent our way by a loving G-d,

we are conditioning ourselves to accept and even embrace

them. Just as precious drops of oil can only be extracted when

the olives are crushed, so, too, life's difficulties tend to force us to

reach deep into ourselves to discover strengths we never knew

we possessed. Situations that challenge our ego and identity lead

us to realign our perspective on life, and draw closer to our life's

Source.

A great sage once illustrated this point with a beautiful parable.

A child once watched a farmer as he plowed his field, baffled at

the way the farmer turned the beautiful land in to a mass of

shallow furrows and ditches. "Why are you ruining this beautiful

field?" he asked.

"Just be patient" replied the farmer, "wait and see." Before long a

tractor came along, dropping wheat kernels into the ditches and

furrows. "What are you doing?" exclaimed the child. "Why are you

ruining that good grain?"

Time went by and lush stalks of wheat began to fill the field. The

farmer started to chop them down, and again the child

protested. A similar scenario repeated itself through the

winnowing and milling process.

Finally, the farmer mixed the flour with water and placed the

dough in his oven to bake. In the child's eyes, this was the most

inscrutable act of all. "Why are you burning up all this precious

work?" he wondered. Only after a delicious freshly baked loaf

emerged from the oven were the child's questions fully

answered.

Throughout the sheva d'nechmosa, we seek to internalize the

message that only when the process of exile is complete and the

redemption a reality, will we fully understand that even its most

destructive phases were integral to the "harvesting" of our nations'

ultimate goodness and beauty.

By extension, we must try to survey the landscape of our personal

lives with a similar perspective. Simply assuring ourselves that all

will work out well does not always suffice. If we absorb Isaiah's

message, however, that we are Hashem's children at all times, and

even in the grip of pain and suffering, Hashem's love is pulsating

beneath the surface, we can then rest assured that all will truly end

well.

Good Shabbos!


